Use this as a guide when referencing research and source materials in your essay. For more examples, please consult the Purdue Online Writing Lab Style Guides, accessible via QR code:

**Paintings, Sculptures, and Photographs**

There are different reference styles according to the medium by which you access the artwork, whether visiting artwork in a museum or viewing it on the museum’s website.

**MLA 9**

If citing a work of art that you saw in a museum, include the museum name as the container. Only cite medium/materials if important to analysis.


If citing a museum’s website, include the URL after.


**APA 7**

In APA, make sure to include the medium/materials in a bracket. When citing a work seen in a museum:


If citing a website, include the URL:


**Personal Interview/Personal Communication**

Personal interviews and personal communication both refer to personal conversations between you and another person. In APA, this includes emails, texts, and conversations. In MLA, this refers only to conversations.

**MLA 9**

If citing a personal interview, make sure to include a citation in your works cited.

Robbins, Ed. Personal interview. 19 May 2014.

For the in-text citation, include only the last name of the person you interviewed. **Ex:** (Robbins)

**APA 7**

In APA, personal communication doesn’t require a formal reference citation. However, an in-text citation is required. Make sure to include the date on which the communication took place.


**Songs (on Spotify)**

There are many ways to cite music, dependent on how you access a song. The most popular music streaming service is Spotify, but additional containers and styles can be found on the Purdue OWL.
**U.S. Bills and Laws**

U.S. bills and laws, although similar, are distinct enough to require two separate reference styles. For laws or statutes, include the year of ratification. For unenacted bills or resolutions, include the year the bill was introduced and all years the bill was debated.

### MLA 9 – Citing a Law

When citing a law, include all departments and agencies if known; otherwise, simply name the federal government. When cited, a referenced law should look like:


### APA 7 – Citing a Law

When citing a law, you only need to specify the first subsection (§) from which you cited information. The general format is:

Title of law, ## U.S.C. § XXXXX et seq. (Year). URL

When cited, a referenced law should look like:


### MLA 9 – Citing a Bill

Use this template to cite an unenacted bill or resolution:

Government Entity. Name of the Bill. Title of Container, URL. Congressional session, Bill/Resolution number, last status.

Specify whether the bill is sponsored by the House or Senate after writing “Congress.” When cited, a bill should look like:


### APA 7 – Citing a Bill

Use this template to cite an unenacted bill, testimony, resolution, or deposition:

Title of bill/testimony, H.R. or S. ###, XXX Cong. (Year). (Testifier name(s), if applicable). URL

The letters before the bill indicate the Senate (S.) or House of Representatives (H.R.). When cited, a referenced bill should look like: